The arcuate fasciculus is a white matter fiber bundle of great importance in language. In this study, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) was used to infer white matter integrity in the arcuate fasciculi of a group of subjects with high-functioning autism and a control group matched for age, handedness, IQ, and head size. The arcuate fasciculus for each subject was automatically extracted from the imaging data using a new volumetric DTI segmentation algorithm. The results showed a significant increase in mean diffusivity (MD) in the autism group, due mostly to an increase in the radial diffusivity (RD). A test of the lateralization of DTI measurements showed that both MD and fractional anisotropy (FA) were less lateralized in the autism group. These results suggest that white matter microstructure in the arcuate fasciculus is affected in autism and that the language specialization apparent in the left arcuate of healthy subjects is not as evident in autism, which may be related to poorer language functioning.
Introduction
Impairments in language development and functioning are striking in autism. Onset of spoken language is often significantly delayed and approximately one-third of individuals with autism never develop functional use of language. Response to spoken language is sometimes so profoundly impaired during early childhood that some children with autism seem deaf even though their hearing is normal. Comprehension of simple or complex language is deficient. When language does develop, deviant and unusual forms of language may occur. Rapid processing and production of fluent, flexible, and appropriate social language, so important in interacting with others, may never fully develop. Despite the striking nature of the language phenotype in autism at all stages of development, little is known about the brain basis of this fundamental feature.
The arcuate fasciculus (AF) is a white matter fiber bundle of great importance to language. This white matter tract connects the classical cortical language regions: Wernicke's area in the posterior superior temporal gyrus, Broca's area in the inferior frontal gyrus, and the recently confirmed Geschwind's area in the inferior parietal lobule (Catani et al., 2005) . The need for communication between these cortical regions for language function makes the AF an important structure to examine in autism. Research suggests that structural and functional abnormalities exist in language-related cortex in autism.
Most studies examining the brain basis of language abnormalities in autism have focused on cortical regions. In vivo neuroimaging shows atypical volumetric hemispheric asymmetry in Broca's area (De Fosse et al., 2004; Herbert et al., 2002; Tager-Flusberg and Joseph, 2003) . Although volumetric differences are absent in the superior temporal gyrus (STG), some individuals with autism show disruption of the typical structure-function relationship STG gray matter volume and receptive language function . In addition, differences in the diffusion properties of STG white matter microstructure and asymmetry have been found (Lee et al., 2007) . Postmortem studies have found abnormalities in the minicolumns NeuroImage 51 (2010) [1117] [1118] [1119] [1120] [1121] [1122] [1123] [1124] [1125] of the temporal and frontal lobes (Casanova et al., 2002 (Casanova et al., , 2003 and, in some cases, cortical dysgenesis, including abnormally enlarged and hyperconvoluted temporal lobes, cortical thickening, disturbed cortical laminar pattern, and many scattered neurons in the white matter in the STG (Bailey et al., 1998) .
Research concerning the relationship between classical cortical language areas in autism, while sparse, is suggestive of impairment. For example, children with autism show reduced correlations between gray matter volumes in frontal and temporal language regions compared to controls (McAlonan et al., 2005) . Further, functional connectivity between Wernicke's and Broca's areas is decreased during sentence comprehension (Just et al., 2004) . However, lacking from imaging and postmortem studies of autism to date is examination of the AF, the brain structure critical for communication between language cortices and ultimately language development and functioning.
Abnormal development of the AF could be linked to the language impairment found in autism. The direct segment of the AF connects Broca's and Wernicke's areas. The indirect segment connects these two areas to Geschwind's area in the inferior parietal lobule (Catani et al., 2005) . Lesions in parts of the direct pathway in adults result in conduction aphasias characterized by impaired repetition, especially passive, non-semantically based repetition, but relatively preserved spontaneous speech and language comprehension (Catani et al., 2005) . Lesions in the indirect pathway in adults result in transcortical motor aphasias characterized by relatively intact passive repetition but impaired spontaneous speech and/or comprehension. Although the indirect pathway might be more impaired in verbal individuals with autism than the direct pathway given the frequency of immediate echolalia during early childhood, we chose to begin our examination of the AF in autism with the direct pathway. The classic direct pathway is anatomically the most validated and understood, and almost nothing is known about its development and structure in autism.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allows researchers to use microstructural features to examine anatomy, volume, density, and asymmetry of white matter pathways including the AF. Many DTI studies show left lateralized asymmetry in volume and relative fiber density of the direct segment of the AF during typical development (Barrick et al., 2007; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Glasser and Rilling, 2008; Nucifora et al., 2005; Parker et al., 2005; Powell et al., 2006; Vernooij et al., 2007) . Left lateralized asymmetry in fractional anisotropy (FA) has also been found using DTI in typical adults (Catani et al., 2007; Powell et al., 2006) . Typically developing adults have a correlation between FA asymmetry and aspects of their language functioning (Catani et al., 2007; Powell et al., 2006) . Absence of typical leftward FA asymmetry is found in adults with schizophrenia (Kubicki et al., 2005) and children with developmental delay (Sundaram et al., 2008) . These findings highlight the need to understand how the AF is organized and develops in individuals with autism and other disorders of language.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measures the direction and extent of microscopic water diffusion in the brain. Diffusion is affected by microstructure and is greatest in the direction of least restriction. A number of different histological components and features of white matter can affect water diffusion in tracts including axon cell membranes and myelin, tract architecture including fiber width, density and coherence, glial cells, and general "health" of axons in contrast to pathology that may affect them. White matter tracts are most commonly "dissected" out of diffusion tensor images by using tractography, which measures the net direction of axonal fibers in a given voxel and adjacent voxels and creates probabilistic maps of streamlines. Tractography results in exquisite anatomic images of white matter tracts, but to date, it has not easily allowed quantitative study of the microstructure of white matter within and along a tract.
Recent advances in DTI data analysis provide new powerful methods to examine the microstructure of white matter tracts during life. In this study, we use a novel mathematical method to volumetrically "dissect out" the direct segment of the AF. We then quantitatively measure features of white matter microstructure in the tract as a whole and along the length of the tract in both the right and left hemispheres. We examine and compare the microstructure of the direct segment of the AF in high-functioning adolescents with autism and matched typically developing controls. We hypothesized that participants with autism would show evidence of decreased microintegrity of the AF compared to controls. We predicted that case-control differences would be greater in the left than in the right AF and that differences in the AF would be greater than expected for average total brain white matter FA and MD. We also hypothesized that within the autism group, severity of language impairment would quantitatively be related to the degree of change in white matter microstructure.
Materials and methods

Participant ascertainment, diagnosis, and assessment
Ten high-functioning males with autism who had functional use of language were compared to 10 typically developing males. The two groups were matched on age, full scale IQ, verbal IQ, performance IQ, handedness, and head circumference. The majority of autism and all control participants were ascertained from the community; a minority of the autism subjects were recruited from social skills groups.
Autism was diagnosed using the Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADI-R) and Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale (ADOS-G) (Lord et al., 1994 (Lord et al., , 2000 . All autism participants met ADI-R, ADOS-G, DSM-IV-TR, and ICD-10 criteria for autistic disorder. Autism was idiopathic in all cases. Medical causes of autism were excluded by history, observation, karyotype, and Fragile × gene testing and participants with seizures were excluded. Typical development was confirmed in controls by history, direct assessment with ADOS-G, and IQ and language testing. Head circumference (HC) was measured using the methods of Farkas (1994) .
IQ was measured using the Differential Abilities Scale (DAS) (Elliott, 1990 ), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), or Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale WAIS (Wechsler, 1991 (Wechsler, , 1997 . For those participants receiving the DAS, verbal ability was used as a surrogate for VIQ, and nonverbal composite (nonverbal reasoning and spatial ability) as a surrogate for PIQ. Language was measured using the Clinical Evaluation of Language Functioning (CELF-3) (Semel et al., 1995) . The CELF-3 is a comprehensive test of higher order expressive and receptive language function that includes subtests for semantics, grammar, syntax, and working memory for language. It is the language test most frequently used to assess children with autism and identifies language-based subgroups.
Diffusion tensor imaging
DTI data were acquired on a Siemens Trio 3.0-T Scanner with an 8-channel, receive-only head coil. DTI was performed using a singleshot, spin-echo, EPI pulse sequence, and SENSE parallel imaging (undersampling factor of 2). Diffusion-weighted images were acquired in twelve non-collinear diffusion encoding directions with diffusion weighting factor b = 1000 s/mm 2 in addition to a single reference image (b ∼ 0) (Hasan et al., 2001) . Data acquisition parameters included the following: contiguous (no-gap) fifty 2. 5-mm-thick axial slices with an acquisition matrix of 128 × 128 over a FOV of 256 mm (2 × 2 mm 2 in-plane resolution), 4 averages, repetition time (TR) = 7000 ms, and echo time (TE) = 84 ms. Eddy current-related distortion and head motion of each data set were corrected using an automatic image registration program (Rohde et al., 2004) . Distortion-corrected DW images were interpolated to 1 × 1 × 1.25 mm 3 voxels, and six tensor elements were calculated using a multivariate log-linear regression method (Basser et al., 1994) . The tensor upsampling is done only for the purposes of numerical computations on the voxel grid; a finer grid results in higher numerical accuracy. Each tensor was then diagonalized to estimate the three eigenvectors λ =(λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ), sorted from largest to smallest, and the corresponding eigenvalues (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ). The eigenvalues were used to compute fractional anisotropy,
1/2 , i.e., the normalized standard deviation of the eigenvalues, mean diffusivity, MD = (λ 1 +λ 2 +λ 3 )/3, axial diffusivity, AD=λ 1 , and radial diffusivity, RD= (λ 2 +λ 3 )/2 (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996) .
Diffusion tensor data processing and image analysis
We recently developed a novel method for volumetric segmentation and quantification of white matter fiber tracts . Our approach is based on minimal cost paths between two regions, where the cost is defined as an integral of the local cost for passing through the diffusion tensor data. The full diffusion tensor data are used in the local cost, with lowest cost being along the major eigendirection and highest cost along the perpendicular directions. Globally optimal solutions for the minimal paths are found by solving a Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation. Unlike previous front propagation methods for DT-MRI, we then solve for minimal cost from a second target region. The two solutions are then combined, giving the minimal cost through each voxel of paths restricted to travel between the two regions.
For quantitative analysis, our method offers several advantages over fiber tractography (Basser et al., 2000) , where the major eigenvector field is integrated forward from an initial seed point. First, our method is more robust to imaging noise because the full diffusion tensor data are used and global solutions are found, while tractography suffers from accumulated local errors in the integration of the noisy major eigenvector fields. Also, region-to-region analysis with conventional tractography is challenging, because there is no way to steer tracts from a seed point toward a particular target or destination region. Finally, volumetric representations of the white matter pathways are preferable for statistical analysis since the original image data are included rather than interpolated data along streamlines.
The automatic volumetric segmentation of the AF requires as input a manual delineation of the endpoint regions of the tract in the DTI. Manual regions of interest (ROI) were outlined in a color image of the major diffusion tensor eigenvector (red =left/right, green=anterior/posterior, blue =superior/inferior) using the ITK-SNAP tool (Yushkevich et al., 2006 , http://www.itksnap.org). The frontal endpoint region was outlined in the most frontal coronal slice in which the main stem of the AF was visible. The temporal endpoint region was outlined in the most lateral sagittal slice where the AF was visible. The same seeding procedure was performed for left and right arcuate endpoint regions and was done blind to the diagnostic group. This ROI selection process is shown in Fig. 1 .
Using the volumetric white matter tract analysis, we segmented both the left and right arcuate fasciculi for each subject. The resulting semi-automatic segmentation of the left AF for an individual in the control group is shown in Fig. 2 . In each structure, we computed the average values for fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD). These averages were computed using only voxels from the original data, not interpolated values in the upsampled data. We tested the reliability of our manual endpoint delineation method in the left AF in 10 subjects. Two raters independently manually delineated the endpoints of the left AF, and we compared the resulting average values for FA, MD, AD, and RD by calculating classical intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) from a one-way random effects model. The ICCs for the left AF are 0.9087 for both FA and MD, 1.0000 for AD, and 0.9732 for RD. We computed a total brain white matter mask from each DTI by thresholding on FA (FA N = 0.25), followed by a morphological close operation to fill single-voxel holes. An average value was computed for each diffusion measurement (FA, MD, AD, and RD) for the total white matter. The final data that were computed were lateralization indices for each of the four diffusion measurements in the AF. Each lateralization index was calculated as 2(x l − x r )/(x l + x r ), where x l denotes the average value for the left AF and x r denotes the average value for the right AF.
Biostatistical analysis
To understand relationships between hemispheric asymmetries in AF microstructure and autism, we fit separate linear mixed effect (LME) models (Laird and Ware 1982; Lange and Laird 1989; Venables and Ripley 2002; Lange 2003) for each tensor measure: FA, MD, AD, and RD. LMEs accommodate correlation between repeated measurements of response variables by allowing random deviations of covariate effects for individuals ("random effects") from covariate effects for the population. In our setting, random intercepts accommodated correlation between tensor measures from the right and left hemispheres of each subject.
Our predictors of primary interest in these models were diagnosis (autism or control), hemisphere (left or right), autism by hemisphere interaction, and age. The control group and the right hemisphere were chosen as reference categories, so that a significant main effect of diagnosis (autism) indicated a significant difference in mean tensor measure between autism and controls in the right hemisphere; a significant main effect of hemisphere (left) indicated a significant difference in mean tensor measure between the right and left hemisphere for controls; and a significant autism by hemisphere interaction indicated a significant difference in asymmetry between autism and controls. We also tested for significant differences between autism and controls in the left hemisphere using alternate parameterizations.
For these models, we chose to control for total brain white matter diffusion measurements and handedness regardless of their statistical significance as predictors. Because we aimed to learn about the effects of our primary predictors on AF asymmetry independent of total brain white matter properties and handedness changes, we first sequentially removed the linear effects of these two predictors on the tensor measures, so that the outcomes of our models for autism, hemisphere, and age effects were the residuals from these two linear fits rather than the actual right and left hemisphere values. Finally, we considered the addition of remaining group-matching variables (listed in Table 1 ) as covariates if their inclusion improved model fit.
To test for differences in the association between AF microstructure hemispheric lateralization and language functioning in autism, we fit separate least-squares regression models for each tensor measure with CELF-III score as the outcome and autism, tensor scalar lateralization index, and autism by tensor scalar lateralization index interaction as predictors. These models controlled for total brain white matter measurements, handedness, and age for all four tensor measures and additional matching variables when their inclusion improved model fit.
We employed the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974) , a tool for model selection that balances precision with simplicity, to determine whether the inclusion of matching variables improved the fit of our models. Maximum global false positive error rate was set at 0.05 for each test. Bonferroni corrections for testing multiplicity of tensor measures were applied; these corrections were overly conservative because the estimated tensor scalars are not statistically independent. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the case and control samples. There were no significant differences between the groups on age, VIQ, PIQ, handedness, or head circumference. As expected, the autism group showed impairment in language functioning as measured by the CELF-3.
Results
Participant characteristics
Arcuate fasciculus volume
The AF was successfully segmented in both the left and right hemisphere for all autism and typically developing subjects in the study. The average total volume of the left AF (570 ± 186 mm 3 ) was significantly greater than the average total volume of the right AF (222 ± 101 mm 3 ) in the pooled sample including both groups (t = 7.435, p b 10
). We found age to have no significant effect on the volume of the left or right AF in either group, or on the asymmetry index of AF volume. There were no significant differences in left or right AF volumes between the autism and control groups. The differences were also not significant when age, age by diagnosis, and total white matter volume covariates were included. The raw volume data are plotted in Fig. 3 .
Arcuate fasciculus microstructure and hemispheric asymmetry of microstructure Table 2 contains a summary of our raw data, being group means and SD by hemisphere for each tensor scalar summary without normalization by the hemispheric sum (as in asymmetry index). These data are also plotted in Fig. 4 . In the autism group, note a possible loss of L N R asymmetry in FA and a loss of R N L asymmetry in MD and RD. Table 3 contains a summary of the global white matter tensor measurements. Differences in global white matter between the two groups were tested in a linear model with age and age by diagnosis as covariates, as this gave the best AIC model fit, and the resulting p-values were Bonferroni corrected. In the linear mixed models with hemisphere as the repeated measure, we first adjusted the DT-MRI summary measures linearly for the effects of the average diffusion summary measure in total brain white matter. Total brain white matter MD, AD, and RD had statistically significant effects on the corresponding measures in the AF: MD: p b 10 , Bonferroni corrected. Handedness, however, did not have a statistically significant effect on any of the AF measures.
Results from the LMEs are shown in Tables 4-6. Each table row contains the estimated effect of a covariate and its standard error (SE), the t-ratio of the two, and the associated Bonferroni corrected p-value. Table 4 shows a large and significant main effect of hemisphere (p = 0.015), indicating increased FA in the left hemisphere (LH) for typically developing controls, and a significant increase in FA with age (p = 0.031). For MD and RD, there are significant decreases in the LH for normal controls (p b 10 −5 MD; p b 10 −4 RD) that are nearly absent in autism (p = 0.002 MD; p = 0.016 RD Autism × LH interaction), Tables 5 and 6 . For both MD and RD, there are non-significant decreases with age, though the decrease for RD approaches significance (p = 0.054). There were no significant effects of autism, hemisphere, their interaction, or age on AD in the AF; this table is not present.
Arcuate fasciculus microstructure and language functioning
We tested for group differences in the relationships between asymmetries of arcuate fasciculus FA, MD, AD, and RD and language functioning as assessed by CELF-3. There were no differences in the associations of any of the hemispheric asymmetries with language functioning between autism and typically developing controls. Using models without autism by asymmetry interactions but controlling for diagnosis, there were also no significant associations between any of the hemispheric asymmetries and language functioning across diagnostic groups. When the two groups were pooled and diagnosis was not included as a covariate, there was a significant negative correlation between RD lateralization and language functioning (t = −2.673, p = 0.0167). As discussed in the next section, this correlation must be interpreted carefully. By mixing the two groups, it is not possible to determine whether the correlation represents a general relationship between language and RD lateralization or whether there is a specific effect due to impairment of the AF in autism. However, this does point to the need for further study to investigate this relationship.
Discussion
A novel method for volumetric segmentation and quantification of white matter fiber tracts shows atypical arcuate fasciculus microstructure and hemispheric asymmetry in autism. Mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity are increased in the left arcuate fasciculus in the autism sample. The lack of asymmetry of these measures of white matter microstructure is also atypical: the rightward asymmetry in mean diffusivity and radial diffusivity seen in controls is absent in the autism group. Case-control differences are not found in fractional anisotropy or axial diffusivity. Arcuate fasciculus microstructure appears to be specifically affected in autism; the differences are not simply a result of brain-wide changes.
The arcuate fasciculus in typical development
The AF, successfully segmented in both hemispheres in all of our subjects, has patterns of asymmetry of size and microstructure similar to results of most published reports. In our typical adolescents, the AF has leftward asymmetry of volume and FA, rightward asymmetry of MD and RD, and symmetrical AD. Diffusion tensor tractography has been used to make maps of reconstructed segments, measure relative fiber density, number of streamlines, and tract volume as indices of left and right AF size (Nucifora et al., 2005; Powell et al., 2006; Catani et al., 2007; Vernooij et al., 2007; Lebel and Beaulieu, 2009) . All of these studies find that the AF in the left hemisphere is larger than in the right hemisphere in about 90% of individuals. Left lateralization is often extreme: the right AF cannot be reconstructed at all with tractography in over a third of typically developing children and adults (Catani et al., 2007; Lebel and Beaulieu, 2009) . Rarely is this the case with the left AF. All studies examining FA in the direct segment of the AF find robust leftward lateralization in the majority of older children and adults (Buchel et al., 2004; Powell et al., 2006; Catani et al., 2007; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Lebel and Beaulieu, 2009 ). Lateralization of MD, AD, and RD has not been well studied. In contrast to our findings of increased rightward MD and RD asymmetry of the AF in our control subjects, another study of children 6-17 years of age found greater leftward MD, RD, and AD asymmetry of the AF (Eluvathingal et al., 2007) . However, tests of statistical significance are not reported. Table 2 Summary statistics for each tensor scalar in the AF by diagnostic group and hemisphere (mean, SD). ASD, autism spectrum disorder subjects. TD, typically developing controls. Δ G = column-wise mean difference, ASD − TD. Δ H = row-wise mean difference, L − R. Our findings also suggest continued age-related maturation of the AF during later childhood and adolescence. FA increases and RD decreases with cross-sectional age in our typical controls. The effects are present even when age-related changes in these DTI measures in the whole brain are removed. MD, AD, and the AF volume appear ageinvariant in the age range of the children in our cross-sectional analysis, although caution is warranted given the sample size. These findings add to existing evidence of continued maturation of the left AF during childhood and adolescence, such as significant positive correlations of cross-sectional age and white matter density in the area of the left AF using voxel-based morphometry (Paus et al., 1999; Guo et al., 2007) and age-related increase in FA in the left AF using voxel-based analysis of DTI (Schmithorst et al., 2002) . Results have not always been consistent, however. Age-related decreases in AF MD, AD, and RD have been found without an increase in FA (Eluvathingal et al., 2007) , and a study using whole-brain voxel-based analysis found increasing FA and AD with age but no change in MD or RD in the left AF (Ashtari et al., 2007) .
The arcuate fasciculus in autism
Pathology of the AF in our autism sample is evident in white matter microstructure and asymmetry of microstructure but not in volume. Volume of the AF and leftward volumetric asymmetry are similar in case and controls. MD and RD of the AF are significantly increased in autism particularly in the left hemisphere. There are no significant changes in FA or AD. This lack of changes may appear to conflict with the raw data shown in Fig. 4 , where there appears to be possible group differences in AD and FA asymmetry. However, the lack of significance indicates that the differences are possibly explained by global white matter properties (included as a covariate), that is, they are not specific to the AF. The correction of AF tensor measurements by global white matter measurements demonstrates that abnormalities that are significant in the AF in autism are above and beyond any differences in the microstructure of the global white matter. It is also important that the most striking differences in the autism group are the significant decreases in AF tensor measurement asymmetries (MD and RD). These asymmetry differences are stronger than differences in the left AF alone, and they are stronger than the differences in global white matter, which are not statistically significant (Table 3) . What changes in white matter could result in such findings? This pattern of results is likely the manifestation of complex microstructural changes. From a simplistic point of view, if an increase in MD and RD was due merely to a decrease in myelination, we would expect to find smaller volume and decreased FA of the AF, which was not found in the autism group. Increased MD and RD mainly due to decreased axonal density (a decrease in the number of axons in the AF with an increase in intra-axonal space) might spare volume and AD but should decrease FA. The latter was not found in our study. An increase in the mean width of axons in the AF, in the absence of other changes, would likely result in similar findings. Increased MD and RD mainly due to a decrease in the organization of fibers or more tortuosity may not affect volume but should increase RD and decrease FA and AD, a pattern not found in the autism sample. Abnormal DTI microstructure of the left AF in the absence of volumetric change may be the structural correlate of decreased functional connectivity between Wernicke's and Broca's areas found in fMRI studies of language processing in autism (Just et al., 2004; Knaus et al., 2008) .
The arcuate fasciculus and language functioning
We did not find the expected clinico-pathological relationship between atypical microstructure of the direct temporo-frontal segment of the AF and language functioning. However, this was not surprising as all of the autism participants in our study were verbal and the sample sizes were too small to detect anything other than a very large language effect. Further investigation with a larger sample size is needed to sufficiently test this hypothesis. We do believe that it is appropriate to test this hypothesis in a group of individuals with high-functioning autism, who do show a significant decrease in language function compared to controls, as can be seen in the CELF-3 data in Table 1 . Also, the variability of CELF-3 and tensor measurements in the high-functioning autism group is large. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that if there are autism-specific deficits in language resulting from microstructural impairments of the AF, these relationships would be present in a high-functioning group. Our analysis did find a general negative trend in the pooled sample between CELF-3 and RD lateralization in the AF. However, the statistical significance disappeared with inclusion of the group diagnosis as a covariate. The mixed sample result cannot be interpreted directly since the trend may be due to a general relationship between the AF and language or due to autism-specific impairments in the AF. It does indicate the need for further investigation with a larger sample size to determine the nature of the relationship between the AF and language impairment in autism.
Another possibility for future investigation of the relationship between language functioning and the arcuate fasciculus would be to use language tests more specific to the function of the AF. The CELF-3 is a comprehensive test of higher order expressive and receptive language function that includes subtests for semantics, grammar, syntax, and working memory for language. It is the language test most frequently used to assess children with autism and identifies language-based subgroups. Although the CELF-3 is a reasonable albeit general first step in the examination of clinical correlates of AF microstructure in autism, language tests, such as tests of repetition (Breier et al., 2008) , that assess functions more specific to the direct segment of the AF (Catani et al., 2005) , may be more informative.
Potential neurobiological implications
The changes in microstructure of the AF suggested by our findings could be due to a number of different processes. First, since autism is a developmental disorder with onset in early childhood, the microstructural changes may be a persisting manifestation of a primary abnormality of early development of the AF. The microstructural changes in the AF could be secondary to primary cortical maldevelopment, such as abnormal development of cortical minicolumns (Casanova et al., 2009) . It is also possible that the observed changes are the result of abnormal language functioning and expertise rather than a cause (Paus et al., 1999) . Continued maturation in white matter microstructure of the AF during late neurodevelopment in typically developing young people and age-related changes in white matter microstructure observed in our study raise important questions. For example, can specific interventions improve pathology of microstructure and language functioning in individuals with autism during the protracted period of AF development?
The novel methods used in this study Our study includes several methodological advances. The first advance is a new method for volumetric segmentation and quantification of white matter fiber tracts. In contrast to the use of tractography to reconstruct the AF, the novel methods we used successfully segmented both the left and right AF in all autism and control subjects. This success may be due to the fact that the volumetric segmentation algorithm is more robust to image noise than tractography and that it is a globally optimal solution between the endpoint regions. These advantages result in the ability to segment white matter tracts with lower anisotropy, and thus more ambiguity in the tensor direction, as is the case in the right AF.
The second advance is in the linear mixed models, which offer two advantages. First, the AF DT-MRI summary measures are adjusted for the effects of the average diffusion summary measure in total brain white matter. This adjustment allows us to conclude that significant differences between the groups are specific to the AF and not due to global differences in white matter microstructure. Second, the asymmetry in diffusion measurements in the left and right AF are treated as within-subject random effects. This has the advantage over a statistical analysis of an asymmetry index in that the errors in both hemispheres can be explicitly modeled, which improves the statistical power.
Limitations of the study
Our study was limited to high-functioning males with autism. The benefit of the sample was decreased variability due to heterogeneity in autism that could decrease statistical power and confound the results. Use of a high-functioning verbal sample, however, made it less likely we would find significant differences between the groups. However, we do not know if the findings will generalize to females, cognitively lower functioning and non-verbal individuals with autism, and very young children.
The cross-sectional nature of the sample and relatively small sample sizes make the age-related findings inconclusive. Other comparison groups including young people with other developmental disorders are needed to test the specificity of the results to autism.
Finally, we only examined the direct segment of the AF. In future work, we will investigate the efficacy of the volumetric DTI analysis in segmenting the indirect segments of the AF and how these segments are affected in autism. Finally, the volumetric DTI segmentation algorithm is limited by the need to manually define the endpoints of the white matter tract. While our analysis of multiple raters shows that this can be done reliably, it is likely that manual raters are unable to include all projections of the AF into the cortex. We are also exploring the possibility of seeding the algorithm with cortical parcelations from registered structural MRI or seeding with activation areas in fMRI language tasks.
Conclusions
We have presented a study of the white matter integrity of the AF in autism using a new volumetric DTI analysis method. Our results indicate that white matter microstructure, as measured by RD and MD, of the left AF is abnormal in autism. An absense of lateralization in MD and FA in the autism group indicates a lack of the typical leftward specialization of language functioning in terms of white matter connectivity. Future work using a larger sample size will investigate longitudinal analysis of white matter development in the AF and correlations of diffusivity measurements with language function.
